Template: The Chosen of Eilistraee

Latent Powers (Extraordinary Abilities): 

	Effective Con raised to 25 (with all benefits), Chosen one will not die of natural causes or disease. 

Immune to disease and other afflictions as if enjoying a permanent Elixir of   Health 
Chosen no longer requires sleep, and can function for up to seven days without food or water (as if a Potion of Vitality). No longer ages, though she may choose to appear of any age via other magics. She is also immune to magical aging. 
Immune to Disintegration magic, +2 vs. Death magic.
+4 bonus to poison saves (in addition to all others) 
Chosen may detect magic at will, with in a 90' or line of sight range. Appears to be illuminated by a moonbeam. 
+3d10 Magic Resistance Bonus. 
Always aware of name or nickname spoken, and the next 9 words, no matter how long between the enunciation of her name and the next words. May be tuned out by concentration, but is otherwise "always on." 
Doesn't require material spell componants. "Spellsong": use of music, dance, song, humming etc is useable instead. 
May call upon the Moonfire for protection: as Rings of Warmth, Mindshielding, Fire Resistance, OR as a Potion of Waterbreathing OR a Scroll of Protection from Gas. Chosen may do this at will, and with unlimited duration, but only one effect may operate per round. 

Manifested Powers (Supernatural and Spelllike Abilities): 

	Chosen may call forth the Moonfire (a spark of the divine) as follows: As Moonfire, Moonmotes, Starshine, Dancing Lights, Moonglow or Moonbeam at ill. 
	Chosen may "Moonwalk" (actually teleport w/o error) along the Moonweb as far as they continue. 1x/night. 
	May manifest Magic Missiles (4 missiles, 2d4 damage each) 1 flight per turn, or 1 flight of Force Missiles (4 missiles, 2d8 damage each) per 3 turns. 
	Moon cloak 1x/night. 
	Chosen may create a Moonblade, Wall of Moonlight, Moonweb, Moonridge or Moon path 2x/day. 
	Chosen may also call forth a Bright song or Alustriel Sword of Stars once per day. 
	Moonfire may also be used/manifested with/in the Chosen's body to banish all external magical or psionic compulsions without restriction. 
	Drow Chosen keep their spelllike abilities and original Magic Resistance; they also gain Hide in Shadows and Move Silently. They are not adversely affected by light conditions (natural or magical).


